MAC Mobility Grants: Volvo Research and Educational Foundations (VREF)
The Volvo Research and Educational Foundations (VREF) invites junior and senior researchers, PhD
students and advanced (last year) master students who are based at universities in sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) to apply for short-term (4-8 weeks) visits universities in other SSA-countries. The study visits must
focus on research or educational activities concerning issues of urban mobility and access that are
relevant to the MAC programme, particularly the six core themes indicated below. The VREF wishes to
have a broad distribution of grants between universities, thus in 2021, a maximum of two grants will be
awarded to the same home university (that is, the university at which the researcher or student is
based).
Eligibility


The applicant is a junior or senior researcher, PhD candidate or advanced (last year) master
student based at a university (or the equivalent) in SSA



The applicant conducts research or educational activities on issues related to urban mobility and
access in SSA



The proposed study visit will be carried out at a university in SSA (other than the applicant’s
home university)



Priority will be given to the following: Applicants who are based in research environments that
are funded (or otherwise actively engaged in) the MAC programme, Applicants who wish to visit
a research environment within the MAC programme, Study visits that focus on research and
educational activities that are relevant for at least one of the six core themes of the MAC
programme



In specific cases, a mobility grant can also be awarded to applicants whose areas of interest and
competence are relevant in other ways to the MAC programme



Each grant is limited to a maximum of 25000 SEK.

The invitation is open until October 31st 2022
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Opportunity Info


243 day(s) remaining



Amount: Swedish Krona 25,000



Date added: 2022-02-24



Deadline: 31 Oct 22



Email:



Tel: ..



Contact Person: ..



Collaboration Required: No



Funder's Website: Visit
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